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MONEY IS CHANGING, ARE YOU CATCHING ON?
TIEGO NWOKORO.
“We have entered a period well-expected

or to stock up on domain names to later

to be ushered in; albeit when it would

sell, was only known to the computer

happen, we only had a vague idea. The

wizards and people who found themselves

current generation is fortunate enough

in technology companies back then.

to be living through this transition. If we
do not embrace it or find optimal ways

Today, with minimal computer knowledge,

around it, we may miss the boat - again.

one can purchase, study or otherwise
consume practically anything online. This

In all things online and internet related,

is just the beginning; we agree with many

one can safely say many have missed the

observers that affirm this new era.

dot.com boom that happened in the early
2000s. Something as accessible today as

Here we take you on a brief tour of the

buying a domain name for your website,

evolution of money: how it came about;
why we use it; the forces that dictate its
behaviour; and what it all means for you.

The early days: are you worth your salt at

The irony is that in extreme circumstances,

the end of the month?

enslaved people themselves were a drastic

If you have ever heard the phrase “you are

exchange (barter) alternative, just like gold,

the salt of the earth” or “worth your salt”,

Chinese cowry shells, money or even beads.

they both give reference to the erstwhile

Provided that they satisfied the supplier

high value of salt. Salt was a precious

and represented the current value of salt.

commodity in antiquity. Its intrinsic value

Salt was at the core of the economy for a

was governed by its sometimes very

long time. It practically became a currency,

unstable availability, like any commodity.

as trade occurred using the relative value

This, together with its bulk handling

in salt similar to the “Gold Standard”, which

awkwardness, contributed to its variable

we will touch on later.

availability.
Who is backing who?
Salt was one of the most bartered

Be that as it may, people realised exchange

commodities in the early days. Some

made their lives better and that they just

resources say Roman soldiers were given

needed a more efficient system. Early

an allowance for the purchase of salt, and

currencies (mediums of exchange) like salt

others say they were paid directly in salt,

or livestock were also useful. If someone

hence the word salary. Both accounts

gives you a goat as payment, you can keep

could have been true at different times

it for breeding and milk; slaughter it for

and in different places. In a world without

meat and leather if you are inclined to do

fridges, salt was also valued because of its

so; or use it to pay someone else.

preservative qualities and various other
uses.
Bartering involves a direct trade of goods
and services without the involvement of
money. If you have exchanged a book for a

“...you are the salt of the earth” or
“worth your salt", they both give
reference to the erstwhile high value
of salt. Salt was a precious
commodity in antiquity."

chess board with someone for example,
then you have bartered. However,
different goods and services require
different amounts of time, material and
effort. Value is thus not easy to gauge and
equate. A shared system for transferring
intangible value between people became
unavoidable.

Commodities may have been better than
bartering, as bartering was somewhat
tricky to divide and pass between people. A
goat is fine as payment, until you just want
to purchase something small, or the person
you are exchanging with needs something
else. Besides having to feed the goat you
received as payment, you may need to have
somewhere to keep it. To transport it will
likely not be easy; it may suffer from being
passed around too much; or even die
suddenly.

The need for another form of currency

In South Africa, the authority that makes

soon became unavoidable: a

decisions about money circulation is the

transportable, divisible, interchangeable,

South African Reserve Bank (SARB); 30 June

trusted system for exchanging value.

2021 marks a momentous milestone as the
SARB turned 100 years old. The SARB

Over time, stores of value in various parts

creates scarcity of currency by limiting the

of the world converged towards metal

amount that can be printed. If they print

coins, with copper, gold and silver being

more banknotes, their real world value or

popular choices even today. Precious

purchasing power (the amount of goods and

metal coins are scarce, not too bulky to

services you can buy with the money)

transport, available in a range of

decreases.

denominations, and have a defined value.
But even then, precious metals can be

This has happened a few times throughout

bulky to carry around (especially for

history, sometimes reaching the point

larger transactions), and can be stolen. So

where people needed a suitcase full of

we gradually moved towards currency

money to buy a loaf of bread. We witnessed

that represents a certain amount of

a collapse of the Zimbabwean Dollar in 2009

precious metal, then promissory notes,

with runaway inflation precipitating the

bank notes, bank cards and the likes.

collapse of the economy. Other currencies
started being used in the country. Yes, this
is an extreme case, but it highlights that a

“Currencies started being pegged to
the Dollar and not by gold
anymore.”

currency can become so worthless that a
nation has to scrap it completely and start
again.
Are you prepared for what new

The local currency in your pocket or bank

opportunities or risks there are in the

account right now is fiat currency. It is no

future(s) of money? If you look around you,

longer backed by any sort of precious

all indications are that we have to get used

metal. You cannot exchange a R200 note

to a new way of life, and COVID-19 is a

for gold because banks no longer hold an

catalyst in the uptick and successes of most

amount of gold equivalent to the

technology companies.

circulating currency like they did during
the Gold Standard.

Strict new measures to curb the spread of
the Coronavirus may slow, but hopefully not

Conveniently, the Gold Standard was

derail South Africa’s economic recovery. On

dismantled by US President Nixon in 1972,

the individual level for many, income and

when the proxy war against Vietnam was

general wellbeing will however continue to

costing America a lot of money and men.

be impacted. Would you have thought when

Currencies started being pegged to the

the first lockdown was introduced, that 18

Dollar and not by gold anymore.

months down the line we would be
experiencing a third wave of the virus?

Lives and livelihoods have been

Wider acceptance of these currencies will

disrupted, and a lockdown does not shock

be a game changer in most economies.

us as much anymore. We spend more and

Countries like the United Arab Emirates

more time at home using all sorts of

(UAE); Venezuela; Russia; Japan; Sweden and

devices to communicate and transact

Estonia have launched or are contemplating

with the outside world – a perfect

government-backed cryptocurrencies.

scenario for decentralised currencies that
use block chain technology and thrive on

Whilst we used to exchange our harvest;

computer networks.

livestock; commodities; metal coins; credit
or indeed debit cards, today, because

For someone used to paying for their

technology has evolved so much, we do not

groceries with salt, the idea of using a

need anything physical at all to exchange

gold coin would seem strange. For people

goods and services. Money has become a

used to the Gold Standard, fiat currency

series of ones and zeros, connecting every

was a huge shock and sent many

part of the world almost instantaneously.

economies reeling. Changes to the way
currency works have always been

Money will continue to evolve, and

challenging.

cryptocurrencies have shown signs of
having the potential to change the trajectory

The future of money.

of our lives. Information is there, take it

Cryptocurrencies remain controversial

with a pinch of salt and consult widely, but

especially because they are new and

just do not get left behind this time!

different to what we are used to. How are
we going to transition justly? Dangers
abound as there are a lot of scammers in
this space; but it is nothing that selfeducation cannot fix. Be proactive and
practical. People have always moved
towards whatever system that made the
most sense at the time. Right now,
cryptocurrencies make a lot of sense,
especially in South Africa where bank
charges are relatively high. Here, these
currencies do not fit in neatly in the
regulatory framework as yet. Still,
celebrating the Reserve Bank's 100th
birthday by unveiling our own
cryptocurrency rather than a limited
edition R5 coin sounds like the way to go.

Tiego Nwokoro.

